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QuadrantTM Storage Towers
compact dimensions
At just 24 inches wide by 24 inches deep, a tower takes up
minimal floor space.

welded steel construction
Quadrant storage towers are strong and long lasting.

Storage Towers

12-year, 3-shift warranty
Like all Herman Miller products, Quadrant storage towers are durable for long-term performance and value.
As a statement of our confidence in their quality, Quadrant storage towers are covered by the Herman Miller
Warranty—a straightforward promise that we stand behind that quality 100 percent. The 12-year, 3-shift warranty
covers all standard elements and includes labor on all warranty work.

For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers,
please visit us at www.HermanMiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
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rising to the challenge
It’s a tall order: provide comprehensive, freestanding storage while using little
square footage. It’s a simple solution: Quadrant storage towers. These economical
units not only add value to a workstation’s vertical space, they also have generous
capacity and a large variety of choices in function and aesthetics. Customers
can select the tower that matches storage requirements and complements the
surroundings as well.

Q-pull
Applied arc, metal pull;
metal front

V-pull
Full-width, recessed pull;
metal front

smart consolidation
Every Quadrant storage tower is focused on efficiency. By bringing
together different storage capabilities into a single unit, fewer separate
components are needed so a workstation can be more roomy and
cost less. And when using lower panel heights that can’t support
overhead shelves and flipper units, Quadrant towers
can take on the storage job.

multipurpose storage
A Quadrant tower is made up of a wardrobe with
a choice of coat hook or coat rod for personal
items; a storage section with an adjustable shelf
for books and binders; and drawers for documents
and small supplies. Four combinations of box and
file drawers are available. Full-extension, steel
ball-bearing slides give easy access to material
at the back of file drawers.

in alignment
With two pull styles, smooth steel finish, and color
choices, Quadrant towers integrate with a range
of furniture and interiors. For a clean look, the nine
heights of Quadrant towers are designed to line up
with adjacent Herman Miller systems components.
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